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Galactic synchrotron emission represents the most relevant foreground contamination in cosmic
> 1◦ and frequenmicrowave background (CMB) anisotropy observations at angular scales θ ∼
< 70 GHz. The accurate understanding of its polarization properties is crucial to extract
cies ν ∼
the cosmological information contained in the CMB polarization anisotropy. Radio surveys at
ν ∼ 1 GHz offer the unique opportunity to study Galactic synchrotron emission where it rep-

resents the dominant component, possibly except for regions close to the Galactic plane where
free-free emission is also important. We review the observational status of Galactic radio sur> 0.5◦ . Leiden surveys, thanks to their frequency coverage from 0.408 GHz
veys at scales θ ∼
to 1.411 GHz, still remain of fundamental importance for the comprehension of depolarization
phenomena. Recent surveys at 1.42 GHz (in both total intensity and polarization) with a better
sensitivity and sky sampling now cover both celestial hemispheres and allow to accurately map
the correlation properties of the diffuse synchrotron emission. We present an analysis of these
surveys in terms of angular power spectrum. A comparison of a simple frequency extrapolation
of these results with the recent WMAP results shows that we are close to map the bulk of the diffuse synchrotron polarization fluctuations and to understand the corresponding implications for
CMB experiments.
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1. Introduction

2. Analysis of the Leiden polarization surveys
Nowadays the only available radio data suitable for multifrequency studies on large scales are
the so called Leiden surveys ([5]), globally covering a sky fraction of about ∼ 50%, mainly in the
northern Galactic hemisphere. These linear polarization surveys are the result of different observational campaigns carried out in the sixties with the Dwingeloo 25-m radio telescope at 408, 465,
610, 820 and 1411 MHz with angular resolutions respectively of θHPBW = 2.3◦ , 2.0◦ , 1.5◦ , 1.0◦ , 0.6◦ .
The complete data sets as well as the observations reduction and calibration methods have been presented by [5]. Specific interpolation methods to project these surveys into HEALPix maps with
pixel size ≃ 0.92◦ (see Fig. 1) have been recently implemented ([27]), catching with the main problem of these surveys, i.e. their poor average sampling across the sky and their limited sensitivity
(∼ 0.34, 0.33, 0.16, 0.11 and 0.06 K from the lower to the higher frequency, respectively). Such
methods have been successfully tested against simulations.
Three sky areas with sampling significantly better than the average (by a factor ≃ 4; [1, 6, 27])
permit to reach multipoles ℓ ≃ 100: patch 1 [(110◦ ≤ l ≤ 160◦ , 0◦ ≤ b ≤ 20◦ )]; patch 2 [(5◦ ≤
l ≤ 80◦ , b ≥ 50◦ ) together with (0◦ ≤ l ≤ 5◦ , b ≥ 60◦ ) and (335◦ ≤ l ≤ 360◦ , b ≥ 60◦ )]; patch
3 [(10◦ ≤ l ≤ 80◦ , b ≥ 70◦ )]. These patches are associated with the brightest structures of the
polarized radio sky, i.e. the Fan Region (patch 1) and the North Polar Spur (NPS) (patch 2 and 3).
The NPS has been extensively studied (see [43, 15]). The theories that better meet the observations
interprete the NPS as the front shock of an evolved Supernova Remnant (SNR), whose distance
should be ∼ 100 ± 20 pc (inferred from starlight polarization, see [3]). In contrast, the present
Universities of Bonn and Cologne.
1 http://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov/
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The Galactic polarized diffuse synchrotron radiation is expected to play the major role at fre> 30′ ), at least at medium and
quencies below 70 GHz on intermediate and large angular scales (θ ∼
high Galactic latitudes where satellites have the clearest view of the CMB anisotropies. At about
1 GHz the synchrotron emission is the most important radiative mechanism out of the Galactic
plane, while at low latitudes it is comparable with the bremsstrahlung; however the free-free emission is unpolarized, whereas the synchrotron radiation could reach a theoretical intrinsic degree
of polarization of about 75% (see [17]). Consequently, radio frequencies are the natural range for
studying it (see [42]), though it might be affected by Faraday rotation and depolarization.
It is standard practice to characterize the CMB anisotropies in terms of angular power spectrum ([34, 22, 56]) (APS) as a function of the multipole, ℓ (inversely proportional to the angular
scale, ℓ ≃ 180/θ (◦ )), in total intensity (T mode), polarization (PI, E, and B modes), and crosscorrelation modes (in particular, we will consider the T E mode). Although the APS is certainly
not exhaustive to fully characterize the complexity of the intrinsically non-Gaussian Galactic emission, it is of increasing usage also to characterize the Galactic foreground correlation properties in
both data analysis and theoretical studies (see e.g. [1, 11, 12]). Using the anafast facility of the
HEALPix 1 package by [18], we computed the APS of the above modes for the various considered
surveys, sky areas, and frequencies.
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Figure 2: Left panels: polarization APSs at 610 MHz (solid lines) for the survey full coverage (left panel)
and patch 3 (right panel) together with the corresponding best fit curves (dot-dash lines). The lower curves
in each panel are CℓPI , while the other ones represent CℓE;B multiplied by 10. Right panels: synchrotron
component of the APS derived for the survey full coverage for the polarized intensity (left panel) and for
CℓE;B (right panel) at the various frequencies: 408 (solid line), 465 (dashes), 610 (dot-dash), 820 (three
dot-dash), and 1411 MHz (long dashes). Adapted from [27].

knowledge of the Fan Region is much poorer. A rough estimate of its distance can be derived from
purely geometrical considerations: it has such an extent on the sky that it must be located within
(1-2)×102 pc from the Sun not to have unrealistically large dimension (see also [54]). Another
common and remarkable characteristic of the selected areas is that the polarization vectors appear
mostly aligned at the two higher frequencies of the Leiden surveys. Another region (patch 4)
located at (70◦ ≤ l ≤ 120◦ , −45◦ ≤ b ≤ −15◦ ) with a sky sampling in the average (its APS is
< 50) but characterized by a rather low signal has been also
then statistically relevant only for ℓ ∼
considered by [27].
3
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Figure 1: PI, Q, and U maps at 408 MHz and 1411 MHz obtained from the Leiden surveys data tables.
Adapted from [27].
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2.1 Angular power spectra

1
2
3
4

408 MHz
κ (mK2 )
-α
4
9.80 · 10
0.99
5
1.00 · 10
1.10
6
1.26 · 10
1.81
1.26 · 106 1.10
8.00 · 104 1.12
1.20 · 105 1.61
2.00 · 104 0.91
2.00 · 104 0.91

465 MHz
κ (mK2 )
-α
5
6.00 · 10
1.50
5
6.00 · 10
1.67
6
2.50 · 10
1.95
1.00 · 105 1.32
1.81 · 107 2.61
8.00 · 105 1.32
2.60 · 104 1.08
1.10 · 105 1.65

610 MHz
κ (mK2 )
-α
6
2.21 · 10
2.05
6
9.44 · 10
2.69
7
2.00 · 10
2.66
3.10 · 105 1.82
1.65 · 106 2.09
9.00 · 105 2.28
3.10 · 106 2.69
2.60 · 105 2.24

820 MHz
κ (mK2 )
-α
6
3.08 · 10
2.59
6
2.02 · 10
2.64
6
2.58 · 10
2.56
2.00 · 106 2.68
1.52 · 106 2.56
3.53 · 106 2.93
3.36 · 106 3.07
7.00 · 104 2.28

1411 MHz
κ (mK2 )
-α
5
9.80 · 10
2.90
5
9.80 · 10
2.90
6
1.85 · 10
3.13
1.85 · 106 3.13
1.70 · 105 2.45
2.70 · 105 2.10
6.10 · 105 2.97
1.00 · 106 3.33

Table 1: Least-square best fit parameters κ and α obtained in the APS analysis of the patches. Relative
errors on the best fit parameters are ∼ 10%. The considered multipole range is [30-200]. For each patch, the
first (second) line refers to CℓPI (CℓE;B ). Adapted from [27].

2 On

the contrary, the E and B modes of the primordial CMB anisotropies differ largely as they are induced by
different mechanisms (e.g. [44], [25].
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In general, the E and B modes turned out to be extremely similar 2 , so that, instead of studying
each of them singularly, it can be more advantageous to consider their average CℓE;B = (CℓE +CℓB )/2
([27]). In some cases we could even consider a unique APS defined as (CℓPI + CℓE + CℓE )/3. The
maps essentially represent the Galactic polarized synchrotron emission, smoothed with the beam
of the radiotelescope and contaminated by the noise. As a consequence, their APSs can be fit
as the sum of two components, Cℓ = CℓsynchWℓ + CℓN . We exploit the power law approximation
2
Cℓsynch ≃ κ · ℓ α and assume a symmetric, Gaussian beam, i.e. a window function Wℓ = e−(σb ℓ) ,
√
where σb = θHPBW (rad)/ 8ln2 . Under the hypothesis of uncorrelated Gaussian random noise
(white noise), CℓN = CℓWN ∼ const . The fit has been performed on the multipole range [30, 200]
for the patches and [2, 200] for the full-coverage maps ([27]). In fact, the flattening occurring
at higher multipoles helps the recovering of the noise constant, in spite of the fact that no reliable
astrophysical information can be derived for ℓ > 100 from the APSs even in the three better sampled
regions ([6]). For the patches, a single set of the parameters κ , α allows to describe the APS in the
entire range of multipoles. In the case of the survey full coverage two sets of κ , α are needed, each
of them appropriate to a certain multipole range. In fact, at all frequencies a change in the APS
slope occurs in correspondance of ℓ ∼ 10 for both CℓPI and (CℓE + CℓB )/2. As an example, Fig. 2
displays the APS and the corresponding best fit curve at 610 MHz for the survey full coverage
and one patch. It shows also the recovered synchrotron term, Cℓsynch , for the survey. Table 1 lists
< ℓ < 100 a general trend
the values of κ , α obtained for the patches. In the multipole range 30 ∼
∼
appears: from the lowest to the highest frequency the slope steepens from ∼ −(1-1.5) to ∼ −(2-3),
with a weak dependence on the considered sky region ([27]).
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3. Multifrequency APS analysis of Faraday depolarization effects
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The theoretical intrinsic behaviour of the synchrotron total intensity emission predicts a power
law dependence of the APS amplitude on frequency: T synch ∝ ν −β ⇒ Cℓsynch (ν ) ∝ ν −2β , where
β = δ + 2. The values of δ deduced from radio observations change with the considered sky position and range between ∼ 0.5 and ∼ 1 (see [39, 36]). In principle, one would expect the synchrotron
emission to be highly polarized, up to a maximum percentage of ∼ 75% ([17]). In the ideal case of
constant degree of polarization the above formulae would apply also to the polarized component of
the synchrotron emission, once the brightness temperature has been properly rescaled. However,
depolarization effects are relevant at radio frequencies and can mask a possible correlation between
total and polarized intensity. The current knowledge of β for the Galactic diffuse polarized emission is very poor, but already indicates that due to depolarization phenomena the observed β can
synch
(ν ) at
be much lower than ∼ 2.7 (e.g. for the NCP [52] quote β ∼ 1.87). From the values of Cℓ=
ℓ̃
various ℓ, the APS amplitude is found to decrease with frequency, but this frequency dependence is
weaker than that observed in total intensity, as expected in the presence of a frequency dependent
depolarization ([27]).
An electromagnetic wave travelling through a magnetized plasma will undergo a change in
the polarization status. Its polarization vector will be rotated by an angle ∆φ [rad] = RM[rad/m2 ] ·
R
λ 2 [m2 ] , where the rotation measure, RM, is the line of sight integral RM[rad/m2 ] = 0.81 ne [cm−3 ]·
Bk [µ G]dl[pc] , being ne the electron density and Bk the component of the magnetic field along the
line of sight. In the slab model ([9]), differential rotation of the polarization angle decreases the
polarized intensity (Faraday depolarization) and the observed and intrinsic polarization intensities
are related by T p,obs (λ ) = T p,intr (λ ) · |sin ∆φ /∆φ | . Being (T p )2 ∝ Cℓ (ν ), the above formula reads:
Cℓ (ν ) = Cℓintr (ν ) · (sin ∆φ /∆φ )2 , where Cℓintr (ν ) = κ · ℓα · ν −2β . At a given ℓ, considering two frequencies we have: Cℓ (ν1 )/Cℓ (ν2 ) = (ν1 /ν2 )−2β · (∆φ2 /∆φ1 )2 · (sin ∆φ1 / sin ∆φ2 )2 . Given β , the
expression on the right side of this equation can be computed as a function of RM and the observed
value of Cℓ (ν1 )/Cℓ (ν2 ) can provide informations about RM.
If the polarization angles vary within the beam area, then observations of the same sky region with different angular resolution will give an apparent change of the polarized intensity with
frequency because of beamwidth depolarization; on the contrary, bandwidth depolarization is negligible for these surveys (see [16, 45]). Suppose θHPBW,1 and θHPBW,2 (< θHPBW,1 ) are the angular
resolutions respectively at ν1 and ν2 . The effect of beamwidth depolarization on Cℓ (ν1 )/Cℓ (ν2 ) can
be removed smoothing the map at the frequency ν2 to the (lower) angular resolution of the map at
the frequency ν1 or, equivalently in practice, multiplying the observed APSs ratio, Cℓ (ν1 )/Cℓ (ν2 )
√
2
by e(∆σb ℓ) , where ∆σb = σ1 2 − σ2 2 (σi = θHPBW,i (rad)/ 8ln2 ; i = 1, 2).
Therefore, from Cℓ̃synch (820 MHz)/Cℓ̃synch (1411 MHz) (case in which the oscillations of this
theoretical ratio do not introduce the dramatic degeneration appearing at lower frequencies), the
following intervals of RM are found to be compatible with the data: ≃ 9-17, 53-60, 75-87, 123130 rad/m2 together with two narrow intervals at ≃ 70 and 140 rad/m2 ([27]). A typical RM value
of ≃ 8 rad/m2 has been reported by [47], however this is likely a lower limit to the real values. The
possible values of the RMs can be also constrained by the observed polarization degree, defined as
Π = T p /T . The mean polarization degree Π in the portion of the sky covered by the Leiden survey
at 1411 MHz can be estimated exploiting the total intensity northern sky map at 1.4 GHz ([41, 38]):
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obs

Π ∼ 17, 27, 28, 25, 12% for the full coverage and for the patch 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Given
the relation between the intrinsic and observed brightness polarized temperature in the slab model
approximation, we have: Πobs = Πintr ·| sin ∆φ /∆φ | . The maximum possible value of Πobs (derived
assuming Πintr = 0.75) can be computed as function of the RM and compared with the mean
polarization degree actually observed in the considered cases3 . The observed polarization degree
< 50 rad/m2 , consistent with the lowest of the RM intervals previously
sets the upper limit RM ∼
identified ([27]).
As already shown, the synchrotron emission APS steepens with increasing frequency. One
possible explanation of this behaviour again relies on depolarization arguments: electron density
and/or magnetic field fluctuations (in strength and/or direction) might redistribute the synchrotron
emission power from larger to smaller angular scales, creating fake structures, the effect being less
important at increasing frequency. Sticking to the ISM slab model, the Faraday depolarization
effects on the APS at 408 MHz and 1420 MHz can be simulated as follows. The 1420 MHz polarization map ([54]) is assumed to represent the intrinsic Galactic synchrotron emission and is scaled
down to 408 MHz with a spectral index of −2.75. The intrinsic polarization angle, as mapped by
the polarization angle map at 1420 MHz, should be the same at the two frequencies. An RM map
constructed exploiting the catalog produced by T.A.T. Spoelstra (private communication), consisting of ∼ 1000 RM data, has been adopted to transform the intrinsic φ and PI for Faraday rotation
and differential Faraday depolarization: φout put → φinput + ∆φ and PIout put → PIinput · |sin(∆φ )/∆φ |.
At 1420 MHz the input and output maps are very similar. At 408 MHz the large scale structure
appears significantly depressed in the depolarized map, whereas the small scale features become
much more relevant. The results of this toy-simulation are shown in Fig. 3 for the Stokes parameter
Q. The comparison between the APSs of the input and output maps quantifies this behaviour ([27]):
at 1420 MHz the APSs are almost identical while at 408 MHz the depolarized map APSs significantly flatten, in agreement with the derived APS flattening with decreasing frequency reported in
Table 1.
3 Note

that the observed mean polarization degree might be due to the combination of Faraday depolarization and
beam depolarization. In case we were able to correct for beam depolarization effects this analysis will lead to smaller
values of RMs. Therefore the results of our analysis are rather conservative and provide upper limits to the RMs
compatible with observations in the considered patches.
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Figure 3: Maps of the Q Stokes parameter at 408 MHz before (left panel) and after (right panels) the transformation for Faraday depolarization through the RM map (middle panel) used in the simulation. Similar
results are found for the U Stokes parameter. All maps have been smoothed to 2.3◦ . Adapted from [27].
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4. Analysis of the DRAO 1.4 GHz polarization survey
A new linear polarization survey of the northern celestial hemisphere at 1.42 GHz with an angular resolution θHPBW ≃ 36′ has been recently completed using the DRAO 26 m telescope ([54]).
The survey has a spacing, θs , of 15′ in right ascension and from 0.25◦ to 2.5◦ in declination, which
requires interpolation to construct equidistant cylindrical (ECP) maps with θ pixel = 15′ ([53]). The
final maps have an angular resolution of about 36′ and an rms-noise of about 12 mK, which is
unique so far in terms of sensitivity and coverage. These polarization data have been used by
[28] in combination with the Stockert total intensity map at 1.42 GHz ([41, 38]), having the same
angular resolution, similar sensitivity, and θs = 15′ .
4.1 Selected areas and results
Being interested in the diffuse Galactic synchrotron emission, [8] subtracted discrete sources
(DSs) from the total intensity map (only very few sources are visible in polarization out of the
plane) performing a 2-dimensional Gaussian fitting (NOD2-software library, [19]). We are confi> 45◦ DSs with peak flux densities exceeding ∼ 1 Jy have been removed that way
dent that at |b| ∼
(see [8] for a map of the subtracted DSs).
We then derived the APSs in both temperature and polarization for the whole DRAO survey
coverage and the three following sky areas (see Fig. 4) characterized by a relatively weak polarized
intensity: patch A - 180◦ ≤ l ≤ 276◦ , b ≥ 45◦ ; patch B - 193◦ ≤ l ≤ 228◦ , b ≤ −45◦ ; patch C 65◦ ≤ l ≤ 180◦ , b ≥ 45◦ . In all patches the polarization APSs are rather similar ([28]). This fact
might indicate that depolarization due to differential Faraday rotation should not be relevant in such
regions of the sky with respect to the investigated angular scales ([27]). In fact, rotation measure
(RM) maps ([21, 13]) obtained interpolating RM data of extragalactic sources show very low values
in correspondence of such areas. However, the degree of polarization is on average a few percent,
well below the maximum theoretical value of ∼ 75%. The reason for the low fractional polarization
is not clear. One possibility is that depolarization other than differential is present (e.g. [45]).
7
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Figure 4: Left small panels: gnomonic projection of the considered cold patches in total intensity (top
panels) and polarization (bottom panels). Right panels: APSs of the selected cold regions (solid lines (red
lines) → CℓT ; dashes (blue lines) → CℓPI ; dots (green lines) → CℓE ; three dot-dashes (black lines) → CℓB ).
Adapted from [28].
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CℓT
CℓPI
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Best Fit parameters
log10 κ (mK2 )
α
csrc (mK2 )
−0.297
+0.03
−0.030
4.339+0.284
−2.64−0.01
0.047+0.013
−0.350
−0.004
+0.20
4.748+0.650
−2.94−0.36
0.004+0.004
−0.301
+0.20
−0.005
4.954+0.444
−2.94−0.26 0.005+0.009

The APSs (namely CℓT , CℓPI and CℓE;B ) can be modelled as Cℓ = (Cℓsynch + csrc ) · Wℓ + cW N
([28]). The power law approximation Cℓsynch ≃ κ · ℓ α has been exploited. The contribution of
non-subtracted DSs has been modelled with a constant term according to the formalism of Poisson
fluctuations from extragalactic point sources ([49]). From extragalactic source counts at 1.4 GHz
(see e.g. [37]) we estimate csrc ∼ 0.09 mK2 for the total intensity case. We assumed again a
symmetric Gaussian beam window function. A first guess estimate of the noise term cW N is provided by CℓW N ∼ 4π · σ pix /N pix , where N pix is the number of pixels in the HEALPix map and
σ pix = σ pix,HEALPix ∼ N −1/2 · σ pix,ECP with N number of the ECP pixels corresponding to each
HEALPix pixel at a given latitude.
The resulting best fit parameters for one patch are listed in Table 2. The parameter range for the
Galactic synchrotron emission APS is α ∼ [−2.71, −2.60] for the slope and log10 κ ∼ [4.067, 4.339]
(κ in mK2 ) for the amplitude. The DS contribution is in the range csrc ∼ [0.023, 0.047] mK2 ,
which is consistent, within the errors, with the above source count estimate 4 . For polarization, the
derived slopes are generally steeper, varying in the interval α ∼ [−3.02, −2.62] for CℓPI and α ∼
[−3.05, −2.55] for CℓE;B ([28]). The DS contribution is on average much lower than in temperature,
being clearly compatible with zero 5 . The possibility to apply a source subtraction exploiting
dedicated point source templates ([31]) produced from existing catalogs is under investigation.

5. Local analysis of the all-sky surveys
In the recent years a complete coverage of the radio sky at 1420 MHz, both in total intensity
and in polarization intensity, has been achieved. It derives from the combination of the Stockert
total intensity survey ([41, 38]), of two DRAO polarization survey previously discussed, and of the
Villa Elisa total intensity ([40]) and polarization ([48]) survey which covers the southern celestial
hemisphere with the same resolution, similar sensitivity, and with a uniform sampling (θs = 15′ ).
4 The bulk of discrepancy of a factor ∼ 2 between the value of csrc recovered by our fit and that predicted from best
fit number counts can be in fact produced by the survey sky sampling (θs ) of 15′ .
5 The best fit results may suggest a polarization degree (obtained considering also the contribution of the subtracted
DSs, ∼ 0.05−0.2 mK2 , to the temperature APS) considerably higher than ∼ 2%, the value found for NVSS extragalactic
(mainly steep spectrum) sources ([32, 50]). It may imply a presence (or a combination) of spurious instrumental polarization at very small scales, of a significant contribution from highly polarized Galactic sources ([30]) non-subtracted
> 200 − 250 with respect to the
in the maps, or of a flattening of the diffuse synchrotron polarized emission APS at ℓ ∼
<
behaviour at ℓ ∼ 200 − 250, as that found in higher resolution analyses on smaller sky areas ([1, 10]).

8
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Table 2: Least-square best fit parameters describing the total intensity and polarization APSs for the patch
C in the range 30 ≤ ℓ ≤ 300. The errors are given so that the upper (resp. lower) values correspond to the
best fit parameters set with the flattest (resp. steepest) slope. Adapted from [28].
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A first APS analysis of the preliminary version of these all-sky surveys for representative Galactic
cuts has been presented in [8]. Great efforts have been recently dedicated to the intercalibration
of the various sky areas and further improvements are forseen. The present analysis is based on
an updated version of the all-sky polarization survey. As evident, diffuse synchrotron correlation
properties depend on the considered sky areas. We present here preliminary results of the first
APS local analysis on the whole sky ([29, 26]), previously anticipated in [7]. By using HEALPix
tessellation, we divide the sky in patches of a size of ≃ 14.7◦ which allows to accurately compute
> 60 (while angular resolution limits the analysis to ℓ < 300). We then fit the APSs
the APSs 6 at ℓ ∼
∼
with the same parametrization of Sect. 4.1, by previously removing bright discrete sources in total
intensity as in Sect. 4.1. The result is shown in Fig. 5. Clearly, both the APS amplitude (reported
here at a reference multipole ℓ = 100) and the spectral index exibit very different patterns in total
intensity and polarization, much more related to the Galactic latitude in the former case. In total
intensity we find a certain APS steepening for increasing power while this kind of correlation does
not appear in polarization, or, in other words, the region at relatively higher power and flatter APS
in the Cℓ=100 -α plane is more populated in polarization than in total intensity.

6. Comparison with CMB polarization anisotropy
The accurate measure of the E mode is of particular relevance for breaking the existing degeneracy in cosmological parameter estimation when only temperature anisotropy data are available
(e.g. [4, 14]). The detection of the primordial B mode is of fundamental importance for testing
6 We

derived the T and PI APSs both passing through the computation of the angular correlation function and
directly with anafast to check the reliability of the found results.

9
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Figure 5: Results of the local APS analysis for the total and polarization intensity maps. The results for the
E and B modes are very similar to those found for PI.
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the existence of a stochastic cosmological background of gravitational waves (e.g. [23]). The
frequency range 60 − 80 GHz seems the less contaminated by Galactic synchrotron and dust fore> 1◦ .
grounds in both temperature ([2]) and polarization ([33]) at angular scales ∼
We have extrapolated the APS for the E and B modes derived from the DRAO survey analysis to 70 GHz and compared it with the APS of the CMB polarization anisotropy for a ΛCDM
model including scalar and tensor perturbations compatible with the recent WMAP 3 years results7
([46]). The results of this comparison ([28]) are displayed in Fig. 6 for two choices of the temperature spectral index (β = −2.8, −3). The APS extrapolated from the entire DRAO survey is also
shown. It exceeds the CMB E mode even at the peak at ℓ ∼ 100 for β = −2.8. For β = −3 the
two APSs are almost comparable. Fig. 6 shows also the APS extrapolated from the DRAO survey
excluding the region |b| ≤ 20◦ and adopting β = −3. Such a sky mask reduces the Galactic APS
7 http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/map/current/
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Figure 6: Comparison between the E and B modes (right panel) and the T E mode (left panels) of the CMB
anisotropy at 70 GHz and of the Galactic polarized synchrotron foreground. Dotted and solid lines: CMB E
and B mode for two different tensor to scalar ratios (thin line T /S = 0.005, thick line T /S = 0.5). Dashed
lines: uncertainty associated to the cosmic and sampling variance for a sky coverage of ∼ 3% and a binning
of 10% in ℓ. Three dots-dashes: average of the E and B modes extrapolated from the whole DRAO survey
for the spectral indices β = −2.8 and −3, respectively. The anafast results have been divided by the
window function to correct for beam smoothing. Thick long dashed line: the same as above but with a mask
at |b| ≤ 20 for β = −3. Dashed (dot-dashed) power law: best fit result corresponding to Patch B (resp. C),
rescaled in frequency as above. The CMB T E mode (thick solid line) is for T /S = 0.005; the corresponding
cosmic variance (without binning in ℓ) identified by the thin solid lines assumes all-sky coverage. Dots:
extrapolated DRAO T E mode for a spectral index β = −3. Dashes (dot-dashes): as above but masking the
region at |b| ≤ 5◦ and adopting β = −2.8 (β = −3). Three dots-dashes: as above but excluding the region
at |b| ≤ 20◦ (β = −2.8). Top and bottom panels are identical but with a different choice of the multipole
and power range, for a better view of the results. The results are in terms of thermodynamic temperature, as
usual in CMB studies. Adapted from [28].
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The CMB T E correlation sets constrains on the reionization history from the power at low
multipoles and on the nature of primordial fluctuations from the series of peaks and antipeaks. In
Fig. 6 we compare the T E mode APS of the Galactic emission extrapolated at 70 GHz with the
CMB one. The APS of the whole DRAO survey indicates a significant Galactic contamination at
< few × 10 even for β ≃ −3. The use of a proper Galactic mask (e.g. excluding regions with
ℓ∼
|b| ≤ 5◦ for β ∼ −3 or |b| ≤ 20◦ for β ∼ −2.8) largely reduces the Galactic foreground contamination even at low multipoles. For the three cold patches the Galactic T E mode is fully negligible
compared to the CMB one independently of the adopted β . The T E mode antipeak at ℓ ∼ 150
turns out to be very weakly affected by Galactic synchrotron contamination in all cases. These
considerations ([28]) further support the reliability of the T E mode measure performed by WMAP
and of the derived conclusions on the epoch of reionization and of a dominance of adiabatic perturbations and existence of superhorizon temperature fluctuations at decoupling ([24, 33]) confirming
the inflationary paradigm ([35]).
The comparison of WMAP 3yr results on polarized foregrounds with those derived from radio
surveys is of particular interest in the case of all-sky coverage. For a better comparison, we applied
to the all-sky 1.4 GHz polarization map the same polarization mask considered by the WMAP
team, which excludes ≃ 24% of sky (mainly the Galactic plane and the NPS). In this comparison,
we exploit a first order correction for Faraday depolarization by increasing the 1.4 GHz polarized
APS of a factor 1/0.85 corresponding to a typical value of RM ∼ 15 rad/m2 , as inferred from
Sect. 3, before applying a simple power law frequency extrapolation with constant β to WMAP
and P LANCK 8 frequencies. The result is shown in Fig. 7. It can be easily compared with Fig. 17
of [33]. Clearly, radio data are more sensitive to synchrotron emission. This opportunity reflects
> 10 where the intercalibration of
into the more accurate and regular APS shape, particularly at ℓ ∼
the various sky areas is less critical. At ν < 40 GHz there is a good agreement between the average
APSs extrapolated from radio surveys and those derived with WMAP, which includes the overall
contribution of polarized foregrounds. In spite of the difficulty to fully understand the complexity
of ISM structure and depolarization effects because of the role of various physical processes (tur8 http://www.rssd.esa.int/planck
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> 50. In this case the CMB B mode peak at ℓ ∼ 100 is comparable
below the CMB E mode for ℓ ∼
> 0.5. For the three patches
to (or exceeds) the synchrotron signal for tensor to scalar ratios T /S ∼
> 0.5 the cosmological B mode peak at ℓ ∼ 100 is comparable to (or exceeds) the Galacand T /S ∼
> 2 (in terms of
tic synchrotron signal extrapolated with β ≃ −2.8, while it is larger by a factor ∼
√
Cℓ ) for β ≃ −3. Furthermore, a separation of the Galactic synchrotron polarized signal from the
√
CMB signal with an accuracy of ∼ 5 − 10% (in terms of Cℓ ) would allow to detect the CMB B
mode peak at ℓ ∼ 100 even for T /S ∼ 0.005 if β ≃ −3. Similar results for the detection of the
B mode peak at ℓ ∼ 100 have been obtained by [10] based on 1.4 GHz Effelsberg polarization
observations of a small region with exceptionally low Galactic foreground contamination, though
at ℓ ∼ few × 100 the CMB B mode is expected to be dominated by the B mode generated by lensing ([57]). We note also that for a sky coverage comparable with those of the considered patches
(∼ 3%) the cosmic and sampling variance does not significantly limit the accuracy of the CMB
> some × 10.
mode recovery at ℓ ∼
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bulences in both the Galactic magnetic field and the ISM electron density depolarizing the diffuse
synchrotron emission (see [20]), foreground magneto-ionic structures (Faraday screens) modulating the background synchrotron diffuse emission (see [55, 51]), probably more relevant at smaller
scales), this agreement supports the idea that the bulk of the correlation properties of the microwave
< 300 can be mapped on the basis of radio data resorting to
synchrotron polarized emission at ℓ ∼
relatively simple Faraday depolarization arguments and frequency rescaling. On the contrary, in the
V band the WMAP foreground APS is about a factor of two above that extrapolated from radio surveys. If not explained by an unlikely significant frequency flattening of the synchrotron polarized
> 40 GHz with respect to the behaviour at ν < 40 GHz, this discrepancy can be only
emission at ν ∼
∼
explained in terms of additional polarized contributions in the V band (with a global power similar
to that of the diffuse synchrotron emission), to be probably ascribed to polarized dust emission.
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